Professional Qualifications.
[July, ARTICLE III. A few Thoughts on Professional Qualifications, for Dental Tyros.
We have no fear of unintentionally offending the youth of our profession by the use of the word in our caption, as they can at once refer to various lexicographers and ascertain that tyro means one not yet master of his art. The explanation may not be altogether unwise, as we know of high dudgeon having been taken by a few gawky students, who were charitably termed "novices" and "new travelers" on the road to professional excellence, when lo! and behold, they became restive and turbulent, from the force of habit, we presume, as nothing could appease their outraged dignity?but a truce to trifles, let us turn to grave points.
Young men generally enter our profession with but two prevailing ideas; the first money making, the second, an easy luxurious occupation. True, many feel that their position is greatly advanced, and no doubt is, by having themselves nominally enrolled as a member of a profession which lays claim to high rank and noble attainment, and they consequently look upon any change in this particular as a happy hit, if the public but yield in any degree to their claims.
Again, some engage in the pursuit without such craft, but entertaining a mere respect for a calling which they imagine easily acquired, easily fulfilled and entirely divested of the labor of mechanical trades; feeling confident that it will most of all gloriously enrich, they turn to it, without those mental acquirements demanded by law and medicine?without the capital needed in commercial and mercantile pursuits, looking upon dentistry as an occupation freed from these difficulties, giving ease Operative dentistry prevents disease from going further but does not recover the lost form of appearance of the tooth ; medicine sometimes through analogy prevents death, a point yielded only through courtesy, as positive proof must be forever wanting to establish the fact. The supply of almost all human wants is only in a measure complete, still to be improved and added to, but mechanical dentistry in the hands of honorable skill reaches a perfection beyond all. In the first place, the usefulness of some artificial teeth is as complete as the natural organs, so perfectly adapted as often to dispel from the mind of the patient, in many cases, the consciousness of their presence, so completely harmonizing with the complexion, so conformable in shape to the countenance, as to leave no point of detection, no discrepancy. The lines and rotundity almost of youth are restored, the mouth regaining its wonted expression. Its function recovered to the great advantage of the whole economy of the body, replete with beauty and usefulness.
Little men, and sometimes those fortunate in worldly possessions, decry this branch to the preference of the other, the first, because their conceptions of its requirements through ignorance, are absolutely at fault, being incapacitated to embrace the knowledge and means necessary to be acquired to strike at perfection, they fail repeatedly, and denounce their own errors and incapabilty in abusing a branch of the profession entirely out of their reach. The second decline its practice, because it involves labor and toil much greater than in the operation of filling teeth, because the responsibilities are incomparably greater, because the consequences of the two departments are entirely different. In the one there is a never ceasing requirement of perfection, not only from the patient, but from the community in which they reside, with a certainty of exposure and condemnation if a fault be committed, or But there is a great difference, seemingly overlooked by the profession, to the disadvantage of mechanical dentistry. In the operative department there are peculiar difficulties of course, but these for the most part are overcome by skill and manual dexterity, whilst the other demands all of these and more, for it has not only to vanquish the obstacles to the most exact manipulations, but it has to do with laws and actions so subtile as to defy, in many cases, the longest experience, the most acute knowledge of chemistry, for defeat comes unexpectedly near the completion of a process, by the casual introduction of some unseen, yet potent agent, whose discovery is only to be
